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Role of Governments
Policy tools can help reducing the impact of energy use.

- Overcoming barriers
- Fostering economic growth
- Reducing emissions
- Developing local labour
- Promoting investment
- Connecting sectors & activities
Available Energy Efficiency Policy Tools

- Market facilitation and public information
- Regulatory and planning instruments
- Economic instruments
- Participatory and voluntary approaches
Energy Charter Treaty - PEEREA Protocol

Scope:

Policy principles for Energy Efficiency

- Promotion of energy efficiency policies
- Cooperation in Energy Efficiency field
- Development of Energy Efficient markets
PEEREA and domestic programmes

Energy Efficiency Programmes
   Develop, implement, update
     - Scenarios, balances and databases
     - Impact of actions taken

Institutional & legal infrastructure

Private initiative and industrial cooperation

Information and Promotion

Cogeneration
PEEREA – Possible Areas of Co-operation:

- Financing
- Local Services
- Sectors
- Programs & Regulatory measures
- Technology R&D
- Energy analysis
- Education Training
- Power Generation
1. Regular and In-depth reviews of EE Policies and Programmes;
2. Analytic Studies;
3. Events, information sharing, cooperation.
Assessment of country performances & level of Energy Efficiency implementation

- Policy, legislative and Institutional framework
- Specific regulations
- Public Awareness
- Main challenges in reviewed countries
- Energy markets
The limit of PEEREA

Legally binding tool

Mechanisms of control:
Regular reviews and
In-depth EE reviews

All activities done
on a voluntary basis
Conclusion about PEEREA:

1. Strong platform for stimulating dialogue;
2. Support to the implementation in different countries;
3. Promote an integrated approach to energy efficiency.
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